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Date 

The United States Congress 
AND U.S. REPRESENTATIVE TULSI GABBARD 

 

HEREBY RECOGNIZE THE ORGANIZERS & ATTENDEES OF THE 

2020 HAWAI‘I CLIMATE CONFERENCE 
 

FOR LEADERSHIP AND ACTION TOWARD A RESILIENT HAWAI‘I 
 

Recognizing the urgency of climate threats, and eager to do its part under the Paris Climate 

Agreement, the state Legislature created the Hawai‘i Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation 

Commission with the passage of Act 32 in 2017. In three short years, the Commission has worked 

tirelessly with public and private sector partners promoting climate-neutral, culturally responsive 

strategies that are clean, equitable and resilient to climate changes that have been hitting Hawai‘i 

hard, impacting our shorelines, our homes, our farms and our livelihoods. 

 

We commend the Commission and its partners and sponsors for holding this second annual 

Climate Conference, Hā O Ke Kai, focusing on the importance of communications about climate 

change impacts and the choices and decisions we need to help Hawai‘i become more resilient. 

Engaging our communities in our planning and response to sea level rise, increasing natural 

disasters, and pursuing 100% renewable energy is critical. In the process, we must include Native 

Hawaiian cultural perspectives to ensure the preservation of our heritage as well as our home. 

Protecting and enhancing our native culture supports our natural ecosystems that are crucial for 

food security as well as carbon sequestration. 

 

Mahalo to the organizers and attendees of the 2020 Hawai‘i Climate Conference, Hā O Ke Kai, for 

continuing your focus on social equity and climate justice for our vulnerable communities. Hawai‘i 

is leading the way in these efforts, and we all succeed together or we all fail together in this fight 

for our planet and our future. 
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HAWAI‘I CLIMATE CONFERENCE  

East-West Center 
January 13-14, 2020 

  
Aloha! 

I extend my greetings to all attending the Hawai‘i  Climate Conference at the East-West Center.  

While Aloha is a term of greeting, the literal translation from Hawaiian to English is “the 
presence of breath”.  This year’s conference theme translates into “the breath of the sea”, which 
calls on all of us to be one with the ocean.   

Our host culture has taught us the value of kuleana, especially our responsibility to care for this 
unique and fragile place as well as the water that surrounds our island home. The Kānaka ‘Ōiwi 
– the Native Hawaiians – long practiced ocean stewardship that can be traced back centuries to 
their seafaring ancestors.  Their knowledge and expertise still guide us on climate change, the 
greatest challenge to our environment both on land and in the sea.  

Together with you, I remain fully committed to protecting our oceans as well as our public lands 
and waters, and especially appreciate your support as a member of the House Natural Resources 
Committee.  It is my hope that you will come away from this conference with the confidence, 
inspiration and skills necessary to protect our environment for generations to come. 

With aloha,  

 

Congressman Ed Case 
(Hawai'i-First District) 
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